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Charles, Prince of Wales, has long been the subject of intense scrutiny and speculation. Everyone assumes that they know the story of the Princes life. Buy Charles: Victim or Villain Book Online at Low Prices in India. AbeBooks.com: Charles: Victim or Villain 9780060193867 by Penny Junor and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at Amazon.com:

William felt he was being used. BBC’s Reinventing the. Charles: Victim or Villain? by Penny Junor. This book caused a furious controversy when it was published. It portrays Prince Charles as a victim in his marriage. Villain or victim? - America and Japan - The Economist 11 Sep 2014. “14 years ago I wrote a book that caused a great deal of anger, called Charles: Victim or Villain,” Junor told me at the time. “And I think that the